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With the emerging application of low-level driving automation technology, heterogeneous traffic flow mixed with human-driven
vehicles and low-level autonomous vehicles is dawning. In this context, it is imperative to investigate its effect on mixed traffic
flow. As a key component for adaptive cruise control (ACC) which is a practical low-level application of driving automation, the
time gap policy determines the dynamic of ACC-equipped vehicles and plays a crucial role in traffic flow stability and efficiency.
+ere are two main time gap policies used for ACC at present, namely, constant time gap (CTG) policy and variable time gap
(VTG) policy. In this study, we carried out a detailed comparison between these time gap policies to investigate their potential
effect on mixed traffic flow, where the analytical- and simulation-based approaches are both considered. Analytical results show
that VTG policy is superior to CTG policy in stabilizing the mixed traffic flow. In addition, numerical simulations are also
conducted and simulation results further support the analytical results. As for throughput, there is no difference between CTG
policy and VTG policy in analytical progress when the same time gap is set at the equilibrium. However, simulation results based
on an on-ramp scenario show that the throughput of mixed traffic flow with VTG policy is slightly higher than that of CTG policy.
Meanwhile, the scatter of mixed traffic flow with VTG policy in the flow-density diagram gradually clusters in the middle range of
density (i.e., 20–40 veh/km) with the increase of the penetration rates of ACC vehicles, where the traffic flow operates more
efficiently. +ese results indicate that VTG policy is better than CTG policy when designing controllers for ACC in the context of
traffic flow operation and control.

1. Introduction

With the development of high-precision sensing and low-
latency communication technologies, connected and auto-
mated vehicles (CAVs) are the most promising approach to
improve traffic safety and efficiency. However, Level 4 or
higher driving automation is unlikely to be applied widely
and commercially in near future. As a low-level application
of driving automation, adaptive cruise control (ACC) has
been realized and deployed in the vehicle market to help
drivers to drive safely and comfortably. ACC system au-
tomatically adjusts the vehicle speed according to the pre-
designed control algorithms and shortens the following gap
on the premise of ensuring safety.

+e most widely used ACC algorithm in literature is the
linear feedback control scheme, where the acceleration of
ACC-equipped vehicles is proportional to the deviation
from target spacing and the relative speed with the preceding
vehicle [1]. +e target spacing determines the safe following
gap and distinguishes different control algorithms. Based on
different target spacing strategies, the ACC control scheme
can be divided into constant spacing policy, variable spacing
policy with constant time gap (CTG), and variable spacing
policy with variable time gap (VTG). For the constant
spacing policy, the target spacing is time-invariant, resulting
in that it is not adapted to complex and dynamic traffic
environments. To surmount this problem, the target spacing
in CTG policy is defined as the current speed of ACC
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vehicles multiplied by a predefined constant time gap plus a
minimum safe standstill spacing. +e PATH program de-
veloped a CTG policy for ACC and validated it based on field
experimental data, which has been widely used in subse-
quent studies [2, 3]. However, the desired time gap in CTG
policy is constant and the target spacing is only related to the
current vehicle’s speed; the real-time traffic dynamics are not
considered. Besides, CTG policy may result in large spacing,
hence, decreasing traffic throughput [4, 5]. To fill this gap,
some researchers proposed several time-variant desire time
gap policies adapting to the real-time traffic environment
[6–8]. In addition, some researchers integrated macroscopic
traffic flow parameters, such as jam density and free-flow
speed, into the desired time gap function [9–11]. However, it
is difficult to obtain these parameters precisely in the field,
and the performance of the VTG policy may deteriorate with
a biased parameter setting. For more detailed information
about different types of spacing policies in ACC, please refer
to the expository and survey article [12] and the closely
related references therein.

With the rapid development of driving automation
technology, heterogeneous traffic flow mixed with human-
driven vehicles (HDVs) and ACC vehicles is dawning. In this
context, it is imperative to investigate the effect of ACC on
traffic flow in heterogeneous traffic environments consisting
of both ACC vehicles and HDVs. In literature, the effects of
ACC on traffic flow dynamics have been investigated with
respect to improving road capacity [13–15], suppressing
traffic congestion [16, 17], reducing traffic risk [18–20], and
promoting sustainable transportation [21–23]. Due to the
different modelling approaches and parameters setting,
these effects are varying. For instance, some research found
that traffic congestion can be eliminated in mixed traffic with
a proportion of 20%–25% ACC vehicles [16, 17]. However,
Jerath and Brennan [24] found that although the intro-
duction of ACC-enabled vehicles into the traffic stream may
produce higher traffic flows, it also resulted in dispropor-
tionately higher susceptibility of the traffic flow to conges-
tion. Moreover, Makridis et al. [25] questioned the common
assumption that ACC or other automation technologies
necessarily improve traffic flow and increase road capacity.
+eir test results show that the response time of the ACC
controller was in the range of 0.8 s–1.2 s, which is similar to
what is commonly assumed for human drivers. It should be
noted that the findings are influenced by the modelling
approach and desired time gap policy, and the setting of the
time gap plays a critical role in addressing the effect of ACC
vehicles on traffic flow. However, most studies mentioned
above have only been carried out considering CTG policy for
ACC controllers. So far, very little attention has been paid to
the role of VTG policy for ACC on traffic flow dynamics
[10, 11, 13]. Besides, macroscopic traffic flow parameters are
used in these studies to design a time gap policy for ACC,
and only the simulation method is used to evaluate the effect
of VTG policy for ACC on traffic flow efficiency. Hence,
there is still very little scientific understanding of how VTG
policy for ACC affects the traffic flow.

Stability analysis of traffic flow is an effective way to
explain the mechanisms underlying the generation and

propagation of stop-and-go waves [26–29]. +us, investi-
gating the stability of mixed traffic flow can play an im-
portant role in addressing the issue of how VTG policy for
ACC affects the traffic flow. In previous studies, some efforts
in the literature have been devoted to the string [16, 30–34]
and traffic flow [9, 35, 36] stability of ACC vehicles. +e
focus of most studies lies in homogeneous vehicular traffic.
Several studies have been carried out to explore the stability
of mixed traffic flow considering CTG policy for ACC ve-
hicles [32–34]. However, very little studies have been
designed to investigate the stability of mixed traffic flow
considering a VTG policy for ACC.

Investigating the effect of ACC on mixed traffic flow is
imperative before its large-scale deployment. +ere are two
main time gap policies used for ACC in literature, namely,
CTG policy and VTG policy. However, previous studies
mainly focus on the CTG policy for ACC and investigate its
effect on traffic flow dynamics. Too little work has been
devoted to the stability and throughput analysis of VTG
policy in themixed traffic flow environment. In addition, it is
still unclear which time gap policy is superior in terms of
stabilizing mixed traffic flow and improving road capacity
analytically. Naturally, the objective of this paper is to ad-
dress these issues and compare the influence of different
time gap policies for ACC on mixed traffic analytically and
numerically. A modified VTG policy for a classic linear
feedback controller of ACC is firstly illustrated. Besides, the
intelligent drivermodel is considered to capture the dynamic
of HDVs.+en, the stability of mixed traffic flow considering
different time gap policies is derived analytically. Numerical
simulation is also conducted to compare the performance of
different time gap policies in suppressing traffic oscillation.
Finally, the fundamental diagram of the mixed traffic flow is
derived and a hypothetical on-ramp scenario is designed to
explore the impact of different time gap policies on the
throughput of the bottleneck. +e structure of this study is
shown in Figure 1.

+e main contribution of this paper lies in two points.
First, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to
analytically investigate the stability of mixed traffic flow with
the VTG policy for ACC.+e stability of mixed traffic flow is
a fundamental property for different VTG policies, which
would affect the efficiency and safety of mixed traffic flow.
Using the framework proposed in this study, a more intu-
itive performance indicator can be used to evaluate new
VTG policies in future studies. Second, a detailed com-
parison between different time gap policies for ACC on the
stability and throughput analysis of mixed traffic flow are
investigated in both analytical and simulation-based ways.
+e findings should make an important contribution to the
field of ACC controller design and vehicular traffic control.

+e remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the car-following models for ACC with
VTG and CTG policy and human-driving vehicles.+en, the
string stability criterion of mixed traffic flow is derived in
Section 3. Besides, numerical simulations are conducted to
investigate the effect of different time gap policies on traffic
oscillation mitigation in the same section. Section 4 derives
the fundamental diagrams in the mixed traffic flow and
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conducts on-ramp simulation experiments to verify the
analytical analysis results. Finally, conclusions are delivered
in Section 5.

2. Model Formulation

2.1. Adaptive Cruise Control with Different Time Gap Policies.
Currently, the prevalent control structure for ACC is a linear
feedback controller, which is shown as

a � k1 s − s0 − th ∗ v(  + k2Δv, (1)

where a is the calculated acceleration for ACC vehicles, s, v,
and Δv are distance gap, speed, and relative speed of ego
vehicle, respectively, s0 represents the standstill distance
between successive vehicles, th is the desired time gap for
ACC vehicles, and k1 and k2 are control gains.

Depending on the choice of specific formulation for th,
different time gap policies for ACC can be distinguished.
Specifically, th is a predefined constant for CTG policy,
which means that the desired time gap maintains invariant
when ACC is in operation. In contrast, for VTG policy, th is
time-variant to acclimate the surrounding traffic dynamics
in real-time. In the literature, th for VTG policy gives the
desired time gap as a function of the relative speed. Besides,
to ensure traffic safety and efficiency, upper and lower
bounds are usually introduced to limit th. +us, the desired
time gap for VTG can be described in the following form:

th(Δv) �

t
min
h , if Δv≥Δvub,

F(Δv), if Δvlb <Δv<Δvub,

t
max
h , if Δv≤Δvlb,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)

where tmax
h and tmin

h are the upper and lower bound for the
time gap, respectively. Δvub and Δvlb represent the upper
bound and lower bound of relative speed for the time gap
policy. F(Δv) is a continuous and monotonically decreasing
function. +is means that when the relative speed is positive
(i.e., the speed of the ego vehicle is smaller than the speed of
the preceding), the ego vehicle is expected to accelerate to
achieve the same speed as the preceding vehicle by operation
in a smaller time gap. Similarly, when the relative speed is
positive (i.e., the speed of the ego vehicle is greater than the

preceding vehicle), the ego vehicle is expected to decelerate
and operate in a larger time gap. Figure 2 shows two possible
choices of the time gap policy for VTG. In previous studies
[6, 11], the linear function of F(Δv) is preferred, as shown in
Figure 2(a) and the following equation:

F(Δv) � t0 − chΔv, (3)

where t0 is a positive constant and ch is a positive coefficient
for relative speed.+is gradient of the linear function form is
discontinuous at the bound points, which may lead to
discontinuities in the jerk and hence discomfort the driver.
+us, a smooth nonlinear function form of F(Δv) is con-
sidered in this paper, as shown in Figure 2(b) and the
following equation:

F(Δv) � t
max
h −

t
max
h − t

min
h

2
  1 − cos π

Δv − Δvlb
Δvub − Δvlb

  .

(4)

It is noted that, in this paper, the same modulus of Δvub
and Δvlb is adopted (i.e., |Δvub| � |Δvlb| � Δvc), and three
values (1m/s, 2m/s, and 3m/s) are investigated in the fol-
lowing sections.

In the field test conducted by PATH [2], the desired time
gap for ACC vehicles is set to 1.1 s. In addition, the optimal
values of the control gains in equation (1) are k1 � 0.23 and
k2 � 0.07. In this paper, we use the same value settings
referring to PATH’s field test. However, for VTG policy, a
smaller desired time gap of 0.6 s is set for tmin

h . tmax
h is de-

termined based on previous studies of PATH [37], in which
the acceptance ratios of the desired time gap for ACC ve-
hicles are found to be different among drivers, 31.1% at 2.2 s,
18.5% at 1.6 s, and 50.4% at 1.1 s. +us, different tmax

h are
tested in this paper.

2.2.Car-FollowingModel forHuman-DrivenVehicles. In this
paper, the intelligent driver model (IDM) [29, 38] is selected
to model the dynamic of human-driven vehicles. IDM
utilizes a continuous function to capture the relation be-
tween the following vehicle’s acceleration and the local

Model formulation Comparison of the effect of CTG and VTG on mixed traffic flow Conclusion
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Figure 1: +e structure diagram of this study.
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dynamic information (i.e., following vehicle’s speed, spac-
ing, and relative speed), which is shown as

_vn � a 1 −
vn

v0
 

4

−
s∗ vn,Δvn( 

sn

 

2
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦, (5)

s
∗

vn,Δvn(  � s0 + Tvn −
vnΔvn

2
��
ab

√ , (6)

where Table 1 summarizes the parameters of IDM used in
this paper.

+e materials and methods section should contain
sufficient detail so that all procedures can be repeated. It may
be divided into headed subsections if several methods are
described.

3. String Stability Analysis

3.1. Analytical Investigation of String Stability. Referring to
[29], the dynamic of car-following behavior with an explicit
acceleration function can be formulated by the following
coupled differential equations:

_xn � vn,

_vn � f sn,Δvn, vn( .
 (7)

+e equilibrium of the car-following model is charac-
terized by the same speed for all vehicles (i.e., vn � ve) and no
accelerations (i.e., an � 0). Substituting these conditions into
equation (8), we can get a function ve � V(se) that satisfies
_vn � f(se, 0, V(se)) � 0 for all se > 0. se is called the equi-
librium gap, and the steady-state equilibrium can be spec-
ified by (se, ve).

+e stability of an equilibrium determines whether the
traffic remains nearby, gets closer, or moves further away
from the original equilibrium after a perturbation. String
stability is defined based on the propagation of fluctuation in
one vehicle’s dynamics to the upstream traffic. Considering
an equilibrium (se, ve) for a given car-following model, if the
perturbation decays as it propagates upstream, it is string
stable for this car-following model at the current equilib-
rium. Otherwise, it is string unstable.

3.2.HomogenousTrafficFlow. +ere are abundant studies on
the string stability of car-following models [39]. Among
them, Wilson [26] normalized the coupled differential
equations of the car-following model and gave the linear
string unstable condition of homogeneous traffic flow:

1
2

fv( 
2

− fΔvfv − fs < 0, (8)

where fv, fΔv, and fs are the partial derivatives of the car-
following model f with respect to speed, relative speed, and
distance gap at equilibrium(se, ve), respectively.

When traffic is at equilibrium, combining Δv � 0 with
equation (4) leads to

th se, ve(  �
t
max
h + t

min
h

2
,

dth

dΔv
se, ve(  � −

t
max
h − t

min
h π

4Δvc

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

+en, the three partial derivatives of the ACC vehicle
with VTG policy can be obtained:

f
VTG
v � −k1

t
max
h + t

min
h

2
,

f
VTG
Δv � k2 + k1ve

t
max
h − t

min
h π

4Δvc

,

f
VTG
s � k1.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(10)

0

t0

th
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th
min

th

Δv
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2
th

max + th
min

(b)

Figure 2: Time gap policy functions. (a) Function form corresponds to equation (3). (b) Function form corresponds to equation (4).

Table 1: Parameters of IDM used in this paper.

Parameter Value Description
T 1.1 s Desired time gap
a 1.0m·s−2 Desired acceleration
b 2.0m·s−2 Maximum comfortable deceleration
L 5m Vehicle length
s0 2m Minimum safety gap
v0 33.33m·s−1 Desired speed
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Substituting equation (10) into equation (8), we obtain
the instability condition of the ACC vehicle with the pro-
posed VTG policy:

t
max
h + t

min
h 

2

8
k
2
1 +

t
max
h + t

min
h

2
k1 k2 + k1ve

t
max
h − t

min
h π

4Δvc

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ − k1 < 0.

(11)

For the ACC model with CTG policy, the three partial
derivatives are

f
CTG
v � −k1th,

f
CTG
Δv � k2,

f
CTG
s � k1,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(12)

Substituting equation (12) into equation (8), we obtain
the instability condition of the ACC vehicle with CTG
policy:

1
2

k1th( 
2

+ k1k2th − k1 < 0. (13)

It is worth noting that the stability value of the VTG
policy is positively related to the equilibrium speed ve. For
CTG policy, however, the stability value is a constant after
the desired time gap is given. Figure 3 shows the stability
value curve at varying equilibrium speeds with CTG and
VTG policy for ACC vehicles. As shown in Figure 3, the
stability value of the CTG policy is negative constant, which
means the homogeneous traffic of ACC vehicles with CTG
policy is unstable at all equilibrium. As for VTG policy, the
stability value increases as ve increases. Besides, the stability
condition is getting better with the setting larger tmax

h or
smaller Δvc. +is indicates that the design of a larger
maximum desired time gap and lower critical relative speed
of VTG for ACC vehicles is conducive to stabilizing the
homogeneous traffic flow with ACC vehicles.

3.3. Heterogeneous Traffic Flow. Following Wilson’s study
[26], Ward [40] extended the linear stability analysis to the
heterogeneous car-following model situation and gave the
linear string unstable condition of heterogeneous traffic
flow:


N

1
2

f
n
v( 

2
− f

n
Δvf

n
v − f

n
s  

m≠ n

f
m
s

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
2

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠< 0, (14)

where n and m denote different vehicle types, N is total
vehicle number, and fv, fΔv, and fs are partial derivatives of
different car-following models with respect to speed, relative
speed, and distance gap, respectively.

From equation (14), it is worth noting that the instability
of heterogeneous traffic is only related to the proportion of
different vehicle types. Hence, assume there are N vehicles in
heterogeneous traffic flow and the proportion of ACC ve-
hicles is p. +en, according to equation (14), the linear string
instability of the mixed traffic is

N(1 − p)
1
2

f
M
v 

2
− f

M
Δvf

M
v − f

M
s  f

M
s 

N(1− p)− 1
f

A
s 

Np
 

2

+ Np
1
2

f
A
v 

2
− f

A
Δvf

A
v − f

A
s  f

M
s 

N(1− p)
f

A
s 

Np− 1
 

2
< 0

(15)

where M and A indicate human-driven vehicles and ACC
vehicles, respectively.

Extracting common factors N and [(fM
s )N(1− p)

(fA
s )Np]2, equation (15) can be written as

(1 − p)
1
2

f
M
v 

2
− f

M
Δvf

M
v − f

M
s  f

M
s 

−2

+ p
1
2

f
A
v 

2
− f

A
Δvf

A
v − f

A
s  f

A
s 

−2
< 0.

(16)

+e partial derivatives of IDM are calculated based on
equations (5) and (6):

f
M
s � 2a

1 − ve/v0( 
4

 

����������

1 − ve/v0( 
4



s0 + veT
,

f
M
v � −

4av
3
e

v
4
0

−
2aT 1 − ve/v0( 

4
 

s0 + veT
,

f
M
Δv �

��
a

b


ve 1 − ve/v0( 

4
 

s0 + veT
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(17)

Figure 4 shows the stability analysis results of hetero-
geneous traffic under varying penetration rates of ACC
vehicles. Specifically, Figure 4(a) shows the stability curve of
mixed traffic with CTG policy, and Figures 4(b)–4(d) show
the stability curve of mixed traffic with varying maximum
desired time gap of VTG policy. It is noted that the stability
condition of mixed traffic with VTG policy is better than that
with CTG policy. Moreover, for VTG policy, with the in-
crease of tmax

h , the stability condition is getting better
gradually. +is indicates that using the VTG policy for ACC
vehicles is better than the CTG policy in terms of stabilizing
mixed traffic flow. In addition, the design of a larger desired
time gap (tmax

h ) of VTG policy is conducive to stabilizing the
mixed traffic flow.

3.4. Numerical Investigation of String Stability. In this sec-
tion, numerical simulations are conducted to verify the
effectiveness of different time gap policies for mitigating
traffic oscillations in mixed traffic flow. Following previous
studies [41, 42], oscillations can be simulated by producing
periodical acceleration/deceleration. Hence, a predesigned
oscillation with a period of 4 s and acceleration/deceleration
of ±1m/s2 is introduced in the leading vehicle’s trajectory
file at 40 s. +e initial speed of all vehicles is 20m/s and the
total oscillation time introduced in the leading vehicle is 20 s.
Ten vehicles with different car-following models are set to
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follow the leading one. +e acceleration, speed, and distance
gap between successive vehicles are collected for further
analysis. A performance metric named the total oscillation
time of the platoon is defined as the time duration for all
vehicles in the platoon to return to the initial state after
oscillation occurred.

Figure 5 depicts the acceleration, speed, and gap changes
of the platoon when following the leading car with the
predesigned oscillation, in which the plots of the left column
show the case of ACC vehicles with CTG policy, while the
plots of the right column are ACC vehicles with VTG policy.
+e penetration of ACC vehicles is 100%. +e leading car is
labelled by 0, and the following cars are labelled from 1 to 10.
Specifically, Figures 5(a) and 5(b) reveal the speed changes
under different time gap policies of ACC. As can be seen
from Figure 5, the speed of all vehicles in the platoon is back
to initial equilibrium speed eventually. However, the speed
fluctuation in Figure 5(a) amplifies when approaching the
platoon tail and themagnitude of speed fluctuation of the tail
vehicle is larger than that of the leading vehicle. Addi-
tionally, the speed fluctuation lasts for the following sim-
ulation time. In Figure 5(b), the magnitude of speed
fluctuation decreases gradually when approaching the pla-
toon tail. Meanwhile, the speed fluctuation of all vehicles
returns to the initial equilibrium promptly after the periodic
oscillation of the leading vehicle. Similar observations can be
made by comparing acceleration changes (cf. Figures 5(c)
and 5(d)) and gap changes (cf. Figures 5(e) and 5(f)).

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the total oscillation
time of the platoon with different time gap policies in the
mixed traffic environment. +e penetration rate is from 0 to
100% with a spacing of 10%. As can be seen from Figure 6,
the total oscillation time of the platoon of VTG policy
decreases as the penetration rate of ACC increases in mixed
traffic. As for mixed traffic with CTG policy, however, the
total oscillation time of the platoon soars when the

penetration is larger than 30%. It means that mixed traffic
flow with VTG policy has a smaller fluctuation time than
that with CTG policy; namely, the VTG policy is effective to
mitigate traffic oscillations in the mixed traffic environment.

4. Throughput Analysis

4.1.Analytical Investigationof5roughput. Referring to [26],
when the traffic is at equilibrium, there is no acceleration for
any vehicles, and an equilibrium gap-speed mapping
function ve(s) can be found, which is also termed the mi-
croscopic fundamental diagram. As analysed before, the
relative speed and acceleration are both zero at equilibrium
(i.e., _v � 0,Δv � 0), and the desired time gap of VTG policy
is th � ((tmax

h + tmin
h )/2). Substituting this information into

equation (4), we can obtain the equilibrium speed-gap
mapping function se(v) of VTG policy and CTG policy:

se(VTG) �
t
max
h + t

min
h

2
v + s0, (18)

se(CTG) � th ∗ v + s0. (19)
+e equilibrium speed-gap mapping function se(v) of

IDM is

se(v) �
s0 + vT

���������

1 − v/v0( 
4

 . (20)

Figure 7 shows the microscopic fundamental diagram of
IDM and ACC vehicles with different desired time gap
policies. As shown in Figure 7, the microscopic fundamental
diagrams of CTG policy with th � 1.1 s and VTG policy with
tmax
h � 1.6 s, tmin

h � 0.6 s are identical. Additionally, the
equilibrium gaps of VTG policy with tmax

h � 1.6 s, tmin
h � 0.6 s

and tmax
h � 1.1 s, tmin

h � 0.6 s are no greater than that of IDM
in the full range of equilibrium speed. However, for VTG
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policy with tmax
h � 2.2 s, tmin

h � 0.6 s, an intersection point
(i.e., ve � 25.9m/s ) occurs. It means that when the equi-
librium speed is lower than the intersection point, the
equilibrium gap of IDM is smaller than the VTG policy, and
vice versa. +erefore, reducing the desired time gap of ACC
will reduce the distance gap of mixed traffic flow and
consequently will increase the throughput of mixed traffic
flow.

+e distance gap at equilibrium is the sum of the
equilibrium gap and vehicle length:

Δxe � se + L. (21)

Assuming there are N vehicles in mixed traffic flow, and
the penetration of ACC vehicles is p, the average distance
gap in mixed traffic is calculated as

Δxe � pΔxA
e +(1 − p)ΔxM

e , (22)

where ΔxA
e � sA

e + L and ΔxM
e � sM

e + L denote the equi-
librium distance gap of ACC vehicle and human-driving
vehicle, respectively.

+e density of mixed traffic can be obtained based on the
relation between density and average vehicle distance gap:

k �
1000
Δxe

. (23)

+en, the volume can be calculated as

q � vk �
3600 × v

Δxe

. (24)

Figure 8 shows the fundamental diagram of mixed traffic
with different desired time gap policies. It is noted that the
fundamental diagrams of CTG policy with th � 1.1 s
(Figure 8(a)) and VTG policy with tmax

h � 1.6 s, tmin
h � 0.6 s

(Figure 8(c)) are identical, which is consistent with mi-
croscopic fundamental diagram analysis (cf. Figure 7 and

equations (18) and (19)). Additionally, it reveals that as the
penetration rate of ACC increases, the maximum
throughput of mixed traffic flow increases, which indicated
that the ACC system can improve the maximum throughput
when the desired time gap is set equal to IDM. Figures 8(b)–
8(d) show the effect of different desired time gaps on the
fundamental diagram of mixed traffic. It is noted that the
maximum throughput of mixed traffic flow is gradually
reduced with the increase in the desired time gap. Specifi-
cally, when the desired time gap of ACC is less than or equal
to that of IDM, increasing the penetration of ACC is con-
ducive to improving the throughput of mixed traffic flow (cf.
Figures 8(b) and 8(c)). If the desired time gap is larger,
however, more ACC vehicles will deteriorate the maximum
throughput of mixed traffic flow (cf. Figure 8(d)).

Moreover, an intersection point (density is 23.1 veh/km)
occurs in Figure 8(d), which is consistent with the previous
study [34]. It is noted that when the density is greater than
the intersection point, the throughput of the mixed traffic
flow with a higher penetration rate of ACC decreases as the
density increases. +e reason is that when the desired time
gap of ACC is larger than that of IDM, there is a demarcation
point that determines which equilibrium gap is larger (cf.
Figure 7). When the equilibrium gap is smaller than 38.3m
(i.e., density is greater than 23.1 veh/km), the equilibrium
gap of ACC is larger than that of IDM. Hence, the high
penetration rate of ACC will lessen the throughput of mixed
traffic flow. Conversely, if the equilibrium gap is greater than
38.3m (i.e., density is smaller than 23.1 veh/km), the high
penetration rate of ACC will increase the throughput of
mixed traffic flow.

4.2. Simulation-Based Investigation of5roughput. To assess
the effects of the proposed VTG policy on throughput
improvements in mixed traffic flow, simulation experiments
are conducted using SUMO [43].+e simulated road section
is a hypothetical one-lane with an on-ramp located in the
middle of the road section [32, 34], as shown in Figure 9.+e
length of the simulated road section is 6 km with a speed
limit of 120 km/h (i.e., 33.33m/s). +e main-line flow varies
from 1000 to 3000 veh/h, whereas on-ramp flow varies from
360 to 720 veh/h. In addition, three detectors are placed in
the upstream, middle, and downstream of the weaving
section, collecting aggregated traffic data every 5min. +e
simulation duration is 2 h with a simulated warm-up time of
30 minutes.

It should be mentioned that the IDM and the ACC
validated by PATH have been realized in SUMO. Hence, the
proposed VTG policy for ACC vehicles is coded and embed
into SUMO. +e default gap-acceptance-based lane-
changing model in SUMO is selected for merging maneuver.
+e settings of th � 1.1 s and tmax

h � 1.6 s, tmin
h � 0.6 s are

used for CTG and VTG policies, respectively. Moreover, the
minimum safety distance s0 is set to 2m. +e penetration
rates p are set to 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100% to
investigate the effect of penetration rate on throughput in
mixed traffic flow. +e simulation results are shown in
Figure 10.
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hicles with different desired time gap policies.
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In Figure 10, the blue curve represents the theoretical
curves with 0% penetration rates, and the red curve
represents the theoretical curves with the given pene-
tration rates. +e black points and red points are the
density-volume data of the simulation results with CTG

and VTG policy, respectively. It can be clearly seen that
there are deviations between the simulation data and the
analytical results. +is largely results from the fact that the
field traffic flow is difficult to reach and maintain at a
stable state. However, the corresponding throughput in
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mixed traffic flow gradually increases with the increase of
the penetration rates of ACC vehicles, which is consistent
with the analytical results. In addition, it should be noted
that the performance with respect to improving
throughput in mixed traffic flow with VTG policy is better

than that with CTG policy. Meanwhile, the simulation
data points of VTG policy gradually cluster in the middle
range of density (i.e., 20–40 veh/km) with the increase of
the penetration rates of ACC vehicles, where the traffic
flow operates more efficiently. In summation, the
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Figure 10: Fundamental diagrams from simulating results of different market penetration rates of ACC vehicles with different desired time
gap policies (SD: simulation data).
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simulation results reveal that the proposed VTG policy for
ACC vehicles has the potential to improve throughput.

5. Conclusions

+e aim of the present study is to compare the influence of
different time gap policies for ACC on mixed traffic ana-
lytically and numerically. First, a modified VTG policy for
ACC is illustrated. +en, the stability of mixed traffic flow
considering different time gap policies is derived analyti-
cally. Analytical results show that the VTG policy is more
likely to stabilize the mixed traffic when the equilibrium
speed of traffic flow ranges from 5m/s to 25m/s. In addition,
increasing the maximum desired time gap will enhance the
stability of mixed traffic flow, whereas it will reduce the
capacity of mixed traffic flow due to a larger inter-vehicle
gap. Numerical simulation is also conducted to compare the
performance of different time gap policies in suppressing
traffic oscillation. Simulation results indicate that it has a
better performance in suppressing the magnitude and
propagation of oscillation. Finally, the fundamental diagram
of the mixed traffic flow is derived and a hypothetical on-
ramp scenario is designed to explore the impact of different
time gap policies on the throughput of the bottleneck.
Analytical results show that the capacity of mixed traffic flow
increases as the penetration rate of ACC vehicles increases.
In addition, simulation results show that performance with
respect to improving throughput in mixed traffic flow with
VTG policy is better than that with CTG policy. Moreover,
analytical and simulation-based results demonstrate that the
stability analysis procedure is effective. In addition, the
results in this study suggest a possibility that the stability of
the mixed traffic flow can be used as an intuitive indicator to
evaluate the performance of different time gap policies for
ACC vehicles in mixed traffic flow in future studies. +e
findings in this paper offer some important insights into the
design of ACC controllers and vehicular traffic control
schemes.

It should be mentioned that the conclusions drawn in
this paper are based on a classic linear feedback controller
for ACC. In the future, more sophisticated control structures
for ACC can be used to analyse the effect of ACC on traffic
flow following the framework presented in this study. Be-
sides, the practical performance of the proposed VTG policy
for ACC vehicles should be tested in the field in future
studies.
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